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Traning For Photoshop. I am starting
to learn photoshop, but one of the
things I hate about retouching is

that.Q: Push to github and gitosis does
not contain my files I was working on

a new repo for my project and created
a branch and started working on it. I
was committing my files to bitbucket
and working on a remote branch of
my master repo. I was synced and

everything was working fine. I stopped
working on the remote branch and
started working on my local repo.

When I stopped working on my remote
branch and started working on my

local repo, I saw that all my files were
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missing. They were not present in my
local repository. I tried pushing to

github and when I did that, I saw that
my files are not present in the gitosis

repository. I have no idea how this
happened. My files were present in

the server for a long time, and my git
repo was syncing with my bitbucket

repo and working fine. Then, I created
a local branch and started working on
it. Then, I pushed my files to bitbucket

and stopped working on the local
branch. Then, I committed my

changes to the local repo. After that, I
tried pushing to github and the files
were not present in the gitosis repo.

The files are still present in the server.
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